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Professionally Specialized in Snail Business

Snail farming is today a lucrative business – A Foolproof Investment with Substantial Profits!

Get Informed!Touchstone Snails ISO Certificates EN ISO 9001:2015 & EN ISO 22000:2018
  













	


Touchstone Franchise

Invest in a business Franchise opportunity through our profitable Snail breeding Business. 
Contact Us!












  
Worldwide Innovation: Touchstone Snail Breaks Ground with the Curtain Method

  


 
After the long working experience, the research and development department of Touchstone has founded the innovative breeding method, the so-called “Curtain Method”. The Curtain Method has radically transformed and upgraded the snail breeding technique worldwide. This method can produce 5 times more production that any other existing methods.
In a snail breeding unit of 1000m2 that uses the Curtain method the breeder by faithfully implementing Touchstone`s know-how can have a production about 26.000Kg.
Learn more about the Curtain Method…


Snail Breeding

  


 
If you sign a contract with Touchstone Snails, we provide you with advanced expertise; how to make a snail farm and how to properly manage your farm.What’s more, we offer you a purchase agreement under which we purchase your entire snail production at the best snail market price per kilo.
Touchstone Snails partakes in the intra-Community trade. We’re the first and only company to export snails to Europe, that have been obtained from snail-farming businesses that Touchstone Snails provides.
Create your own snail breeding unit…


Franchise

  


 
The Company offers Franchise for sale to all those searching for innovative business franchise ideas, alternative revenue and smart investment. You can be one of those who will create their own profitable business through the franchise by taking advantage of the know-how and professionalism of Touchstone Snail. The global snails market is in need of snails. Are you ready to take action?Touchstone Snail Technologies Limited has franchise opportunities available for countries across the world. This could be an opportunity for you too!
Be a Franchisee in your country…


Training

  


 
We provide full support and training on all the services we offer.
We train our breeders in order to enable them to correctly manage their snail breeding units, on a daily basis during all the stages of the annual breeding cycle. From the beginning of our cooperation, we support from A-Z our clients and we train them in our own snail breeding units, with a total surface area of 5000m2, located in Troulloi Village, in Larnaca, Cyprus.
The company also offers training to individuals and organized groups that want to find more about the snail breeding and to gain personal working experience in snail farming.
Learn more about the Training services…


Trading of the snails

  


 
Touchstone Snail is dealing with the breeding and trading of Helix Aspersa Muller for the last 15 years and can provide you with the best product of the market. Our snails are shipped with all the necessary certificates and documents and are packed based on the European standards. Touchstone Snail can supply you with the follow products:
Proposal ‘A’: Helix Aspersa Muller for human consumption.
Proposal ‘B’: Helix Aspersa Muller for human consumption.
Proposal ‘C’: Helix Aspersa Muller for human consumption.
Proposal ‘D’: Helix Aspersa Muller for human consumption- for fillet.
Proposal ‘E’: Helix Aspersa Muller for Breeding
Learn more about the trading of the snails…
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Worldwide Innovation
The Curtain Method from Touchstone Snails




Curtain Method                        

Using the curtain method as a snail breeding method in snail farming has multiple advantages; it helps with the better management of snails and sanitation.

The use of this method allows snail excretions to fall on the ground and so there’s no actual contact between the snail and its excretions.

This method also helps to adequately air the enclosure, which contributes in the prevention of disease spreading.

Snails do not have the need to always be in horizontal position; snails can easily carry out their activities (eating, sleeping, mating) in vertical position— in some cases, even upside down.






The curtain method makes snail harvesting easier                        

The method simplifies snail harvesting, the farmer doesn’t have to bend down to pick the snails. Snail feeding using this method has also certain merits, mostly related to sanitation and of course, with the easier, faster completion of tasks.






Higher cost, but faster depreciation                        

The only substantial drawback of the curtain method is the cost of building the snail farm structure. Considering that the snail breeder only needs 1/5 of a land because the curtain method multiplies by 5 the area — as the farm is structured vertically rather than horizontally, a snail breeding unit of 1000m2 that uses the Curtain Method, yields the same annual production as 5 snail breeding units using other methods. Therefore, the extra capital will be repaid much faster.






Touchstone Snail Feed                        

We feed our snails only with our formulated food. The natural snail food composition of Touchstone Snail is the result of many years of practice and experience and today this feed is one of the main assets of the company, as it guarantees the fast growth and the excellent unique quality of the snails we breed and trade.







Electric fence Touchstone Snail                        

A patent of Touchstone Snail the Electric fence. The electric fence, is useful to keep the baby and the mature snails safe inside the park. If a snail breeding does not use a Electric fence, then the snails will escape from the part, they will be all over the snail breeding unit, they will not fed and there snail be high mortality rate.






How do we secure the production                        

We provide all our know-how and support to our clients from the beginning until the end of the breeding cycle, and they must follow our instructions.

We undertake to train each breeder at our own snail breeding units in Cyprus, before they start their production season and we hand over to them a guide and a work schedule that they must follow during the breeding cycle.

Also we request from them to record important data and their feedback from the operation of their snail farms on a special online program to enable us provide instructions.






Purchase of the Snails                        

We offer to every client a sale and purchase agreement under which the company buys all the annual production at a price of Euros 4.00/Kg. Touchstone partakes in the intra-community trade and has a trade licence number : MMEZ 446.

We will export from your country the produced snails in order to be sold to the market.





Get your own snail farming business unit

Get in touch


Subscribe to our newsletter!
Sign up and receive our latest news and offers
 
Your email


SIGN UP
Leave this field empty if you're human: 



Touchstone Snail
Touchstone Snail is a leading Cypriot company, based in Larnaca-Cyprus, specializing in snail farming. The company has hands-on-experience through its efforts, as well as academic expertise, for the breeding of top-quality Helix Aspersa Muller snails over the last 15 years, providing integrated services for entrepreneurs who wish to invest in the profitable business of snail farming.
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Get in touch
Touchstone Snail
P.O.Box 40376
6303 Larnaca Cyprus

 +357 24662700
 [email protected]
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